
  
 

 

Awareness on safety of a girl child by Committee against sexual 

Harassment (CASH) 

 The Committee against Sexual Harassment (CASH) was formed in our institution 

as part of institutional framework for ensuring a safe, equitable and inclusive campus 

environment. As a part of CASH or ICC our principal Dr. B. SHADAKSHARAPPA sir and 

Management representative Dr. R. ARUNKUMAR sir encouraged to conduct an 

“awareness program on Safety of Girl child” to primary school children. The Program 

was organized by the ICC Committee Coordinator Dr. P GANGAVATHI and the same was 

conducted at “SARKARI HIRIYA PRATHAMIKA SHALE”-Thamnayakanahalli on 

11/03/2020 for school children by the Student representatives of the Committee 

Members MANAGALA A (1SB17CS042), SANDHYA D (1SB17EE025), SWATHI S 

(1SB17EC053), RASHMI K (1SB17EC036) and Staff Committee Members. The awareness 

session was conducted for both the genders falling in the age group of 8 – 12 years. The 

awareness is given to the children with respect to ‘GOOD TOUCH & BAD TOUCH’ and also 

they were made to understand and aware what kind of behavior they should watch out 

among adults. They were also told about the body parts which no one should touch and 

in case somebody tries to touch them inappropriately, they should raise their voice and 

say ‘NO’. The awareness is given through pictures and award winning videos for better 

understanding. In case of any danger and emergency the Kids were told to reach out for 

help to the person whom they trust most.The most trustable person includes mother, 

teacher, father, somebody from neighborhood or some close relatives. Some simple 

activities were conducted with the children so that they are able to relate themselves 

with what they were taught. The session helped the children shed their inhibitions and 

reservations linked with the topic of sexual abuse. The program concluded with thanks 

giving. This activity by our institution members was appreciated by BOE Anekal taluk 

and School officials.  
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